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Welcome Letter

Dear Participants of the 1st International Summer School on Evolution,

A very warm welcome to Lisbon!
I hope your journey went well, and that you have arrived safely in one of
Europe’s most beautiful cities.
A busy week lies ahead of us. Internationally renowned, pioneering experts
are teaching on Evolutionary Theory, Sociocultural Evolution and Philosophy
of Biology, and they are teaching it to and for you.
The organization of this School is the work of many dedicated people. We are
grateful to all our sponsors, especially the John Templeton Foundation, as
well as the whole Cîencia Viva Special Events Team, for providing us with such
a beautiful, stimulating, and enriching environment.
We want to acknowledge, from our University of Lisbon’s Faculty of Science,
its president Prof. Dr. José Manuel Pinto Paixão and the vice-president Prof.
Dr. António Carlos de Sá Fonseca for providing us full support in the execution
of our Templeton-funded project entitled “Implementing the Extended
Synthesis in Evolutionary Biology into the Sociocultural Domain”, of which the
Summer School is one of the major outputs.
It is impossible to organize a School without teachers. We are therefore
honored, humbled, grateful and most of all excited that you accepted our
invitation to come and teach at our Lisbon Evolution School.
We want to express our sincere gratitude to Professors Rui Malhó and
Fernanda Oliveira, who legalized the Summer School into the Faculty’s
curriculum and attributed the various courses with the credits.
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Dr. Georges Lobato and Paula Montenegro from the Financial Department of
the University of Lisbon, and Sílvia Gomes from the Research and
Development Department, are kindly acknowledged, for they did not spare
any effort in providing their full administrative assistance to the financial
aspects associated with the execution of the School.
And in the name of all participants, who I am utmost confident will one-byone agree, I want to especially thank Dr. Marco Pina and Márcia Belchior who
were your direct contacts, and who ever so caringly spent numerous
exhausting hours handling your tickets, hotels, registration, course selection,
and answering your questions. Indeed, it was nothing less than an honor to
see the passion, drive and dedication that was present in the whole AppEEL
team to bring this School to a successful end.
Finally, and most of all, I want to thank you, the students, for making this
event what it is. This is your School: learn, ask, discuss, adapt, change,
network, enjoy and contribute!

Kind regards,
Nathalie Gontier
Head Organizer, Director – AppEEL
The Lisbon Applied Evolutionary Epistemology Lab
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Summer School
About the Summer School
The Summer School is organized by the Applied Evolutionary Epistemology
Lab of the Centre for Philosophy of Science of the University of Lisbon, in
collaboration with Ciência Viva and with the support of the John Templeton
Foundation.
During one week, international experts will teach 9 courses on critical aspects
of biological and sociocultural evolution. The Summer School courses are
centered around the following themes:


Evolutionary Theory



Sociocultural Evolution



Philosophy of Biology

Target Audience
All courses are taught at a level accessible to Master, Doctoral and
Postdoctoral students in the exact, life, human and sociocultural evolutionary
sciences. Bachelor (licentiate) students can enroll as well, but they have to
motivate their candidacy.

Credits
Students from the University of Lisbon are able to receive credits for
attending the courses. All other participants will receive official certificates of
attendance that will include the suggested credit amount attributed by the
university to the enrolled students.
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The Program
Schedule

09.0011.00

11.3013.30

15.3017.30

EVOLUTIONARY
THEORY

SOCIOCULTURAL
EVOLUTION

PHILOSOPHY OF
BIOLOGY

Luis Villarreal

Fiona Jordan

Derek Turner

Room B

Room C

Room A

Ilya Tëmkin

Marion Blute

Frédéric Bouchard

Room A

Room B

Room C

Frietson Galis

Nathalie Gontier
& Emanuele Serrelli

Michael Ruse

Room A

Room C

Room B

Monday Evening: 18.00-20.00: Poster Session with Reception
Wednesday Evening: 20.00: School Dinner
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Evolutionary Theory
Luís Villarreal
INTRODUCING THE VIRUS-FIRST AND COLLECTIVE PERSPECTIVE,
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF MANY
LIMITATION OF OUR LARGE SOCIAL BRAIN: ANCHORED AND LINEAR
THINKING

Luis P. Villarreal is Professor of Molecular Biology and
Biochemistry at the School of Biological Sciences at the
University of California at Irvine, CA. He is the founder of
the Center for Virus Research which he directed for 10
years. Villarreal is a world-renowned and pioneering expert
on viral evolution and viral symbiosis as well as the role
viruses play in the evolution of life. He also performs
groundbreaking research in the fields of viral gene therapy,
cancer virology, proteomics and bio-defense. He has received several awards
for his research, including the National Science Foundation Presidential
Award for Excellence in Science, Mathematics and Engineering Mentoring.
Villarreal will teach a course on viral evolution and viral symbiosis, putting
emphasis on his theory of "viral colonization" and how viruses contribute to
host group survival from bacteria to human social evolution.
Course Description
The first session will address virome influence on life from pre-LUCA to
human. Virus defined and debated. Virus as 'agents' not elements. The
7
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nature of 'variation' from virus. Early chemical and 'fittest individual type'
concepts (Manfred Eigen) for the origin of code: the importance of
quasispecies. Experimental evaluation of quasispecies establishes a
cooperative or consortial nature. A redefinition of quasispecies: QS-C as
cooperative. Clear distinctions with Fisher population genetics: Survival of the
mob. Belong to the mob; group identity and network membership. Defectives
as effectives. The persistence of code.
The second meeting will deal with tem-loop RNA as precellular life. Invasive,
preclusive, competing and complementing replicators. Replicator (group
identity) and cooperative RNA. RNA stem loops: the origin of viroids and
virus. The role of amino acids in replicator priming and identity. Reconsider
tRNA as replicator identity and the origin of symbolic code. The need for
consortia, minority types and memory of past experience. Membrane
enclosed identity, the collective origin of the ribosomes (stem-loops). How 7
S RNA/RNP can provide membrane enclosed identity.
Session three will ask: Did virus invent DNA and capture RNA societies?
Horizontal transfer or virome colonization? The great 'gene centric' exchange
by virus. Defectives and transposons. Viral persistence mechanisms defines
addiction modules. The need to kill in order to save. Viral origins of immunity.
Sensing other groups and killing them. The exemplar of toxigenic E. coli:
collective action of mixed and defective phage. Phage and photosynthesis:
origin of toxic O2 and photosynthesis. The extended genotype: integrated
virus and host identity. Biofilms, cryptic prophage and toxins.
Meeting four will focus on a major shift in virus-host dynamics. Multiple
(cooperative) identity (multicellularity) mediated by virus addiction and
symbiosis Why gene numbers don't account for complexity. Did virus invent
the nucleus? A separation that allows identity modification (RNA editing,
epigenetics and translational control). Viral origins of epigenetics. The viral
source of regulatory networks. C. elegans as the exemplar: LTRs, ERVs and
8
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transmissible RNAi. Stem-loop RNA still matters for identity. Slugs and bugs
(parasitoids), some amazing examples of virus mediated symbiosis. How to
engineer a host for live birth.
In the last class we will talk about viral colonization and mammalian
development: how to reprogram everything. A parasitic, invasive and
defective egg: the origin of the placenta. Virus mediated formation of the
complex and diffuse placental network. The adaptive immune system and
virus. Motherhood as a social addiction module: role of the placenta.
Learning to mother: olfaction, VNO and the MHC locus. Behavior and the
enlarged brain: the role of addiction centers. Virus modulation of social (pair)
bonding; insights into creating social networks.
Day-by-Day Program
Lecture 1: An Overview of Concepts to be Integrated into Subsequent Topics
Lecture 2: Stem-loop RNA and the Origin of Virus and LUCA: Collective and
Infectious Beginnings
Lecture 3: Prokaryotes: Islands of Immunity in an Infectious Sea. The
Immense and Ancient DNA Virome
Lecture 4: Eukaryotes: The Great Retrovirus (Poson) Colonization and the
Creation of Regulatory Complexity
Lecture 5: Mammals: the Placents, Vivipary and Social Bonding Another Great
ERV Colonization, Cooperating with TEs
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Ilya Tëmkin
HIERARCHY THEORY OF EVOLUTION

Ilya Tëmkin is a Research Fellow in the Invertebrate
Department at the Smithsonian National Museum of
Natural History, Washington DC, USA; as well as Assistant
Professor of Biology at Northern Virigina Community
College, USA. Previously, he has held appointments as PostDoctoral Fellow in Bioinformatics at the New York
American Museum of Natural History, and as Visiting
Curator at the Muséum d'Histoire Naturelle (Paris, France). His mainly studies
the phylogeny and systematic of Pterioidean Bivalves (pearl oysters and their
relatives) using morphological, molecular, and paleontological data; as well
as the evolution and ontogeny of bivalve ligament systems. In collaboration
with Niles Eldredge, he is pioneering in the evolutionary study of material
culture by implementing macroevolutionary theories from biology into the
sociocultural domain.
Course Description
This course introduces the application of hierarchy theory to evolutionary
biology. Hierarchy theory is an approach to understand the way complex
systems work by identifying levels of organization and their relationships in
the context of scaling. As metatheory, it suggests that hierarchical systems
have some common properties that are independent of their specific content
and can be applied across physical, biological, or social sciences. Even though
hierarchies have been an integral part of life sciences for centuries, the
implications of hierarchical organization of nature for elucidating causes and
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mechanisms of evolution have not emerged until recently. Contemporary
biological evolutionary theory is ontologically committed to the existence on
nested hierarchies in nature and attempts to explain natural phenomena as a
product of complex dynamics of real hierarchical systems. We will start with
an overview of major concepts of hierarchy theory and a brief history of
approaches to complexity that led to its emergence. Then we will explore the
application of hierarchy theory to the biological world and, more specifically,
to re-conceptualizing evolution as a product of integrating processes
occurring at different levels of spatial and temporal biological hierarchies. We
will focus on processes leading to the origin and sorting of variation in nature
and how such processes produce evolutionary patterns and trends that
evolutionary biologists attempt to explain. The course will conclude with an
overviews of challenges that hierarchy theory of evolution faces and the
directions of its future development.
Day-by-Day Program
Lecture 1: General Principles of Hierarchical Systems: Properties of
Hierarchies; Individuality; Hierarchical Levels; Causation, Emergence
Lecture 2: Hierarchies in Biology: Defining Life; Levels of Biological
Organization; Economic and Genealogical Hierarchies
Lecture 3: Hierarchies and Evolution: Locus and Limits of Evolution;
Evolutionary Patterns and Trends
Lecture 4: Proximal Evolutionary Processes: Origin and Sorting of Variation.
Sorting; Selection; Drift; Constraints
Lecture 5: Process Integration of Across Hierarchies: Causality and
Macroevolutionary Dynamics
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Frietson Galis
ON THE EVO-DEVO OF BODY PLANS

Frietson Galis is a Researcher at Naturalis Biodiversity
Center and the Medical Center of the Free University of
Amsterdam (VU), both in the Netherlands. In her research
she focuses on innovations and mechanisms that either
facilitate or constrain evolutionary changes, in particular,
the role of pleiotropic constraints and selection in shaping
the adaptive evolution of body plans. She uses
developmental defects in humans and a wide variety of
mammalian species to investigate hypotheses concerning constraints on
body plan changes. This research shows strong support for the role of
prenatal selection in constraining the evolution of body plans. Her studies
furthermore indicate that variations of strongly conserved traits in humans
and domesticated animals are often good indicators of medical risks. She was
founding president of the European Society for Evolutionary Developmental
Biology and is currently program officer of this society.
Course Description
The course addresses the evolution and development of body plans. The
focus will be on a central question in the study of biological diversity, how do
developmental pathways constrain evolutionary diversification? More
specifically we will discuss questions such as: why are the gene networks and
developmental mechanisms underlying vertebrate body plans so constant
and why do some traits (e.g. number of eyes, digits, lungs, cervical vertebrae)
hardly ever change, whereas others (e.g. tooth and nipple number) are
12
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extremely variable? What is the role of stabilizing and directional selection?
Which internal and external factors allow the breaking of strong evolutionary
constraints? I will focus on vertebrate body plans, but I will also discuss case
studies on aspects of body plan evolution of insects and other nonvertebrates.
Day-by-Day Program
Lecture 1: Conservation and Diversification of Phylotypic Stages: On the
Importance of Conservation of Early Embryogenesis for the Conservation of
Body Plans
Lecture 2: Evolution and Development of Novelties
Lecture 3: On Dollo's law: the Evolution and Loss of Complex Traits
Lecture 4. Contributions of Evo-devo to Paleontology: On the Digit
Development of the Dinosaur Ancestors of Birds
Lecture 5: Body Plan Evolution: On Constraints, Trade-offs and Ecological
Selection
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Sociocultural Evolution
Fiona Jordan
CULTURAL PHYLOGENETICS

Fiona Jordan is a Lecturer in Anthropology in the
Department of Archaeology and Anthropology at the
University of Bristol, UK. As part of an association with the
Evolutionary Processes in Language and Culture Group at
the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, she is a PI in
the Evolution of Semantic Systems project, investigating
semantic evolution with collaborators across more than 50 Indo-European
languages. She is further associated with the Centre for the Evolution of
Cultural Diversity of the UK's University College London and the Centre for
the Co-evolution of Biology and Culture at Durham University, also in the UK.
She studies cross-cultural diversity and macro-evolutionary trends of cultural
transmission using phylogenetic comparative methods. Her course will focus
on the various ways in which phylogenetic methods can and cannot model as
well as depict the vertical and horizontal transmission of cultural traits.
Course Description
In the last decade, cultural phylogenetics has emerged as a major research
approach to the evolution of language and culture, providing a systematic
and quantitative framework that allows anthropologists and linguists to test
hypotheses about human diversity whilst acknowledging the fact that human
populations, their languages, and cultural features, are related. The 'curious
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parallels' between biological and linguistic/cultural evolution – inheritance,
change, hybridization, drift, and selection – mean that methods developed to
study processes in evolutionary biology can and have been usefully employed
across fields. We'll begin with a general introduction to phylogenetics to
familiarize participants with the wide range of techniques available to answer
research questions. The course will use both theoretical and practical
examples to concentrate on the two main strands of the phylogenetic
approach. These are (1) building trees and networks from linguistic and
cultural data, and (2) using phylogenies to test hypotheses with comparative
methods. Throughout the course we'll discuss the different research
questions one can and cannot address with a comparative phylogenetic
approach (and why), and students will be able to weigh the relative merits of
the approach in terms of practical issues, empirical challenges, and
theoretical critiques.
Day-by-Day Program
Lecture 1: Phylogenetic Thinking in Language and Culture
Lecture 2: Inferring Trees and Networks
Lecture 3: Asking Cultural Evolutionary Questions
Lecture 4: Modeling Cultural Change and Inferring Ancestral States
Lecture 5: Detecting Evolutionary Processes in Cultural and Linguistic
Evolution
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Marion Blute
DARWINIAN SOCIOCULTURAL EVOLUTION

Marion Blute is Professor Emeritus in the Department of
Sociology of the University of Toronto. Her research
interest is in Evolutionary Epistemology, generalized
Darwinism or multi-process Selection Theory. The basic
principle is that all knowledge acquiring and utilizing
processes are selection processes. These include (genebased) biological evolution by natural selection, (neuralbased) individual learning by reinforcement and punishment, and (social
learning or meme-based) sociocultural evolution by sociocultural selection.
She is also interested in how these processes interact, including gene-culture
coevolution. She has particular interests in the Philosophy and Sociology of
Science/scholarship as well as genders. She has published widely on these
topics in Life, Social Science and Philosophy of Science journals. She is a
member of the Editorial Advisory Board of Biological Theory, of the Editorial
Board of Spontaneous Generations: A Journal for the History and Philosophy
of Science, of the Nominations Committee of the International Society for the
History, Philosophy and Social Studies of Biology, of the Council of the
Evolution, Biology and Society section of the American Sociological
Association and she is an Associate of Behavioral and Brain Sciences. Her
monograph on Darwinian Sociocultural Evolution: Solutions to Dilemmas in
Cultural and Social Theory was published by Cambridge University Press in
2010.
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Course Description
This is a broad-based course in social learning-based Darwinian sociocultural
evolution. Of Darwin's "two great principles", "the unity of types" (common
descent), and "the conditions of existence" (natural selection), the emphasis
will be placed on the latter - in particular on evolutionary ecological and
socioecological principles applied to the culture of science and scholarship.
We will also consider the sociocultural evolutionary approach to
contemporary problems in culture and social theory including the problems
of agency, social constructionism and the evolution of complexity. We will
conclude with a discussion of the role of culture in an extended evolutionary
synthesis.
Day-by-Day Program
Lecture 1: Constraints, Chance, History and Necessity
Lecture 2: Evolutionary Ecology and Socio-ecology of Scientific/Scholarly
Culture
Lecture 3: Agency (Individual Learning) and Constructionism (Niche
Construction)
Lecture 4: The Evolution of Complexity (New, More Complex Kinds)
Lecture 5: The Role of Culture in an Extended Evolutionary Synthesis
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Nathalie Gontier & Emanuele Serrelli
THE IMPORTANCE OF UNIVERSAL SYMBIOGENESIS, UNIVERSAL
PUNCTUATED EQUILIBRIA THEORY, PHENOTYPIC PLASTICITY AND NICHE
CONSTRUCTION FOR THE SOCIOCULTURAL SCIENCES

Nathalie Gontier has a background in both Philosophy of
Science and Anthropology, and holds a PhD in Philosophy
of Science (with focus on Evolutionary Epistemology). She
is the founding Director of AppEEL - the Lisbon Applied
Evolutionary Epistemology Lab which is part of the Centre
for Philosophy of Science of the Portuguese University of
Lisbon. Her main research interests are philosophy of
evolutionary biology (symbiogenesis, punctuated equilibria and abiogenesis),
evolutionary epistemology (the units and levels of evolution debate and
hierarchy theory) and the origin and evolution of language.
Emanuele Serrelli is Postdoctoral Researcher in Philosophy of
Biology at the Riccardo Massa Department of Human
Sciences at the Italian University of Milan, Bicocca as well as
Visiting Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the Applied
Evolutionary Epistemology Lab of the Centre for Philosophy
of Science at the University of Lisbon, Portugal. His interests
include speciation, niche construction, population genetics,
paleontology, adaptation and cultural evolution. Serrelli's work focuses on
niche construction and phenotypic plasticity and how both models can
enable a synergy between models in biology and economics. He also
conducts research on science education and communication, as well as the
18
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meaning of concepts such as an "Extended Evolutionary Synthesis". He is a
member of the editorial board of Pikaia, the Italian web portal on evolution.
Previously, he has been Visiting Scholar at the Philosophy of Biology Lab
Group of the University of Salt Lake City, Utah, USA; and Visiting Fellow at the
Centre for the Foundations of Science, University of Sydney, Australia.
Course Description
In recent years, the classic humanity and life science departments have seen
a fast rise of new fields such as Evolutionary Anthropology, Evolutionary
Sociology, Evolutionary Linguistics and Evolutionary Psychology. These new
fields primarily examine how Natural Selection Theory can be universalized to
explain the origin and evolution of human cognition, culture or language. A
consequence is that scholars active in dual inheritance theories, gene-culture
co-evolutionary theory, memetics, or the units and (multiple) levels of
selection debate, are actively seeking what the adaptive benefits are of
sociocultural traits; what the sociocultural analogs are of genes; and which
sociocultural selective pressures or levels of sociocultural selection can be
distinguished.
We, on the contrary, will explore how biological evolutionary theories that
are associated with the Extended Synthesis can be extended and
implemented into studies on human, sociocultural and linguistic evolution.
In biology, theories of symbiosis, symbiogenesis, horizontal and lateral gene
transfer have demonstrated that the transmission of traits does not
necessarily follow a linear and vertical pattern of descent. In sociocultural
evolution too, the transmission of traits is multidirectional, and often occurs
through horizontal transmission.
Punctuated equilibria theory has proven that evolution is not necessarily
gradual, and scholars active in the fields of archeology and anthropology also
19
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point out periods in human evolution that are characterized by cultural stasis
which are intermitted by rapid sociocultural change.
Phenotypic plasticity and niche construction theory are currently redefining
how we should perceive the interaction between biological organisms and
their environments. Rather than being passive entities that undergo selection
by an active environment, biologists are currently investigating how
organisms partly construct their niche and how organisms are able to
demonstrate plasticity towards changing environments. These theories too
provide new means by which we can conceptualize sociocultural evolution.
Day-by-Day Program
Lecture 1: Sociocultural Evolution Studies and Applied Evolutionary
Epistemology (Emanuele & Nathalie)
Lecture 2: Sociocultural Evolution and Universal Symbiogenesis (Nathalie)
Lecture 3: Sociocultural Evolution and Punctuated Equilibria Theory, Stasis,
Drift and Rapid (Macro)Evolution (Nathalie)
Lecture 4: Niche Construction and Cultural Evolution (Emanuele)
Lecture 5: Phenotypic Plasticity and Niche Construction (Emanuele)
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Philosophy of Biology
Derek Turner
ISSUES IN MACROEVOLUTIONARY THEORY

Derek D. Turner is Associate Professor of Philosophy of
Biology at the Goodwin-Niering Center for the
Environment, and Chair of the Philosophy Department of
Connecticut College, New London, CT. He is one of the
pioneering philosophers of science that conducts historical
and philosophical research on the rise of paleontology and
punctuated equilibria theory. He will teach on
epistemological issues of paleontology and natural history sciences.
Course Description
This course will survey some of the major concepts and issues in
macroevolutionary theory, including evolutionary contingency, punctuated
equilibria, species sorting, the major transitions in evolution, phylogenetic
inertia, and the study of evolutionary trends. Special attention will be given
to attempts to think about evolutionary change in terms of natural state
models and/or zero force laws. Another major focus of the course will be the
unity of macroevolutionary theory.
Day-by-Day Program
Lecture 1: Evolutionary Contingency
21
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Lecture 2: Punctuated Equilibria and Species Sorting
Lecture 3: Evolutionary Trends and Tendencies
Lecture 4: Two Cases of Natural State Thinking in Evolutionary Biology:
Phylogenetic Inertia and the ZFEL
Lecture 5 (1st half): The Major Transitions in Evolution
Lecture 5: (2nd half) | How Unified is Macroevolutionary Theory?
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Frédéric Bouchard
UNITS OF ADAPTATION AND BIOLOGICAL INDIVIDUALITY

Frédéric Bouchard is Professor in Philosophy at the
University of Montréal, Canada, founding member of the
Consortium for the History and Philosophy of Biology, and
member of the Interuniversity Centre for Science and
Technology, based at UQAM. He conducts research in
philosophy of evolutionary biology and evolutionary
ecology and focuses on lineage concepts, species concepts
(clonal species) and theoretical conceptualizations of (symbiotic)
communities and the biological individual (colonial organisms,
superorganisms). Additionally, he investigates fitness theories, and
evolutionary drift.
Course Description
Through the 20th Century, evolutionary theory went from focusing on the
selection of organisms to thinking about the dynamics of alleles. This shift
forced biologists and philosophers to think about the levels and the units on
which natural selection acts upon. What this shift has often downplayed
however is the question of how to think about multi-species communities
(e.g. symbiotic communities) evolving as unified emergent individuals. We
will examine how some simple (i.e. clones) and complex biological individuals
demand non-standard accounts of evolution by natural selection and how
this problem helps us better understand evolution in general. Through this
class we will get a better grasp on the problem of units of selection and the
problem of biological individuality.
23
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Day-by-Day Program
Lecture 1: Units of Selection and the Conditions for Evolution
Lecture 2: Fitness: Who Has It and How Do You Measure It?
Lecture 3: Groups and Collectives as Emergent Individuals
Lecture 4: Multi-Species Communities as Emergent Individuals
Lecture 5: Complex Biological Individuals and Non-Standard Accounts of
Evolution
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Michael Ruse
CHARLES DARWIN AND HIS IMPORTANCE FOR PHILOSOPHY

Michael Ruse is Professor in Philosophy at the Florida State
University, USA, where he also directs the History and
Philosophy of Science Program. His research interests lie in
Philosophy of Biology (especially Darwinism), the History
and Philosophy of Science, and Ethics (both the biological
origins of moral behavior as well as bioethical issues raised
by cloning and stem cell research). He is a renowned
philosopher of evolutionary biology, famous for works
such as "Taking Darwin Seriously: A Naturalistic Approach to Philosophy",
"But is it Science? The Philosophical Question in the Evolution/Creation
Controversy", and "Paleontology at the High Table", which he edited with
David Sepkoski.
Course Description
This course will take a historical approach to philosophical questions in
biology. We shall start with an in-depth study of Charles Darwin's theory of
evolution, its background, its reception, and its subsequent history. Attention
will be paid to the coming of Mendelian genetics, to population genetics, and
then to the subsequent molecularization of biology. A major concern will be
with the virtues (or not) of reductionism. Is this a good strategy in science or
is it fundamentally misleading? We shall also look at the problem of human
evolution, both in Darwin and in later thinkers. Does human evolution
demand a different kind of understanding, perhaps cultural, and if so what
does this mean? Are new theories like memetics at all helpful? In the course
25
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of this discussion we shall cover many issues in the philosophy of biology to
do with classification, with teleology, with theory change, with the levels of
selection, with the nature of theories and confirmation. We shall then go on
to look at the application of Darwinism to philosophical issues, particularly
those in epistemology and in ethics. We shall conclude by looking at the
question of science and religion, paying particular attention to the biblical
literalist movement (including the so-called Intelligent Design Theorists) and
also the New Atheists (Richard Dawkins, Daniel Dennett, and others). Is it
possible to take a middle-line position, or does one have to make a
commitment to either science or religion?
Day-by-Day Program
Lecture 1: Introduction to Charles Darwin and his Theory of Evolution
Lecture 2: The Development of Darwin's Thinking and the Coming of
Molecular Biology
Lecture 3: Human Evolution
Lecture 4: Darwinian Epistemology and Ethics
Lecture 5: Science and Religion
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Poster Session: Abstracts
1. Alessandro Allegra
London School of Economics (UK)
In his 2001 paper Peter Godfery-Smith distinguishes between 'Three
Kinds of Adaptationism', arguing that three related but independent
views have been conflated under this term. He then suggests that
distinguishing between these three ideas sheds light on the debate
regarding the testability of adaptationism, showing how this is relevant in
the case of empirical adaptationism.
In the present work I follow Godfrey-Smith's taxonomy and focus on an
often neglected aspect of it, addressing the issue of the testability of
methodological adaptationism. In the attempt to respond to Gould and
Lewontin’s criticism that adaptationist methodologies are sterile, I
propose to test the validity of adaptationism as a heuristic device
through an analysis of the history of evolutionary biology.
I will argue that, under a reasonable account of what scientific success is,
both the actual and potential validity of methodological adaptationism
can be assessed historically.
The conceptual tools to carry out this analysis are based on Lakatos’
Methodology of Scientific Research Programmers, namely on his account
of scientific progress in terms of progressive problem shifts and his
distinction between internal and external history. These will provide the
criteria to evaluate the success of adaptationist heuristics and
understand the reasons for such success.
After having outlined my proposed methodology and addressed some of
the obstacles it might encounter, I suggest it to be applied to (a rational
27
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reconstruction of) the history of evolutionary biology to show its
effectiveness in assessing methodological adaptationism.

2. Irene Berra
University of Messina (Italy)
An increasing number of studies show that the timeframe of
reciprocation in non-human primates is longer than expected considering
their cognitive capacities. When reciprocation is observed over months,
short-lived unbalances turn out to be tolerated. Schino and Aureli
(Advances in the Study of Behavior 39:45-69, 2009) proposed that such
non-contingent exchange of grooming, agonistic support and other
currencies is maintained by a mechanism called emotional bookkeeping.
Trust, friendship and gratitude adequately keep track of past benefits
received and easily motivate reciprocal altruism, without requiring
episodic memory and strategic foresight. In contrast to the social
intelligence hypothesis, this inexpensive bookkeeping could have been
foundational for language, more than Machiavellian intelligence, i.e. the
anticipation and manipulation of the behavior of others.
Grooming time requirements in hominin evolution may have pushed for
an emotionally based impulse to speak, rather than for a tactical
exchange of information. Also, companionship provides an explanation
for those birds, pinnipeds, cetaceans and elephants imitating human
voice. Above all, vocalizations actively strengthen emotional bonds,
probably by exploiting the same biochemical system shared by motherinfant relationship, pair bonding and social attachment of any sort. In
humans, maternal comforting speech releases oxytocin in girls, just as
physical contact. Vocal language could have been originally an adequate
means for expressing both positive, negative and neutral emotions. The
full range of emotions expressed by infant vocalizations in the first year
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supports this hypothesis. Although we currently dress social life with
hierarchical and impersonal meanings, the pleasure in understanding
each other can still be considered as a reward reinforcing closeness and
intimacy between the speaker and the receiver.

3. Krystyna Bielecka
University of Warsaw (Poland)
The notion of representation (and related notions of symbol or sign) is
often used in philosophy, psychology or cognitive sciences. The primary
aim of my project is the analysis of basic theories of representation in
search of desiderata that a proper theory of representation should fulfill.
The secondary aim is to vindicate a theory of representation for these
scientific disciplines. A proposed list of desiderata for the satisfactory
notion of representation can make a substantial breakthrough in the
discussion. I also use case studies from psychology and neuroscience to
test the applicability of theories under review.
The account of representation should not only allow for a possibility of
making mistakes, but it should also require that the agent be able to
detect her or his own mistakes (at least in principle) in order to ascribe
the representation in question to the agent. Thus, one desideratum for
the satisfactory notion of representation is its ability to misrepresent and
agent-detectability of the error (note: the error may be detectable at the
subpersonal level). The possibility of making mistakes is a necessary
condition of representing adequately: as far as the agent does not care
about the adequacy of the representation, the ascription of the
representation is question-begging; at most, the agent is simply
manipulating the vehicles of what might become representation in some
other system. To wit, misrepresentation has a crucial role for a defense of
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the role of representation in the explanation of actions and cognitive
processes in human beings and other animals.
The role of the possibility of making mistakes is fundamental for a
defense of the role of representation in the explanation of actions of a
rational agent. If the possibility for acquiring misrepresentations did not
exist, we would have to describe any action stemming from false
premises as essentially irrational; if misrepresentation were impossible,
we would not have any false beliefs.

4. Ghyslain Bolduc
University of Montreal (Canada)
Despite significant conceptual advances, the actual debate on which
information theory should be applied to biology has been a source of
confusion and a standardized concept of biological information has not
been yet determined. First I will suggest a main distinction between (1)
information about biological phenomena (commonly called causal or
Shannon information in reference to Claude Shannon's communication
theory) and (2) information that is transmitted by organisms and their
parts through signs (semantic information). While the application of the
former might be useful to biologists to achieve a greater quantification of
causal interactions, only the latter enables us to distinguish between
mere biochemical processes such as metabolic assimilation, and a proper
communication by which there is a transmission of semantic content
through signaling pathways.
I will argue that a sign's arbitrariness (Monod, 1971; Godfrey-Smith,
2000) is the fundamental criterion to make that distinction and I will
answer to the main criticisms that have been formulated against it.
Because the semantic relationship between RNAm and ribosomes that
allows the translation of codons in amino acids has been overly
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recognized and well documented, I will first illustrate semantic
mechanisms in a endocrinal context with an analysis of the G-proteincoupled receptor (Rasmussen et al., 2007) and then in an immunitary
context with an analysis of the activity of APC (Antigen-Presenting Cell).
This will suggest that a sign's arbitrariness is based on a specific structural
difference which is designed by evolution and that it constitutes the most
basic condition for the emergence of meaning.

5. Bárbara Jiménez
University of the Basque Country (Spain)
The world picture of a given culture is built on onto-epistemological
presuppositions about the world and man (Avenarius 1927, Sellars 1963,
Kearney 1984). These presuppositions affect the perception and
description of nature in the world picture of each culture (Dux 1982;
Pacho 2010). However, alterations in the knowledge of nature should
modify its explanation, as well as the perception and the description,
including aesthetics.
A scientific naturalism such as Darwinian Evolutionism implies a complete
conceptual revision of basic ontological presuppositions relating to
nature (‘species’, ‘substance’, ‘natural law’, ‘teleology’, etc.). These
modifications should have correlations in perceptions of nature, including
their aesthetic perception and, therefore, also in descriptions of nature.
A modification is produced by the move from an enchanted/romantic
explanation of the workings of nature to an explanation that does not
require a mystical element. Contrary to what is sometimes claimed, the
secularized view of the world that Darwinism promotes carries with it
neither a devaluation of moral or aesthetic sentiments nor the
dehumanization of existence.
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6. Vera Kolb
University of Wisconsin-Parkside (USA)
In this work we pose a question if the laws for the emergence of life from
the abiotic matter can exist even before life evolved. Is the emergence of
life blue-printed as some general law which would guarantee that life
would evolve in the universe, or is it a law which co-evolved with the
organic compounds and the environment in which they existed and
which may be a subject to chance? We have examined various views
about the abiotic-biotic transition, and the laws which may govern it.
Among many views, we have selected as the most productive the
following two. The first one is the proposal that the evolution of life on
Earth, and perhaps also the chemical evolution, leads inevitably to the
increase in complexity [1]. The second one is that necessity and chance
are both effective in evolution, the former as the deterministic path and
the latter as the bifurcation point of the system which is out of
equilibrium [2-4]. This represent the most optimistic view that life may
emerge elsewhere, based on the increase of complexity and the dynamic
nature of the determinism/chance interplay. The blue print for life could
be claimed to exist based on these laws, but it would not be a rigid
deterministic law, and it would not necessarily lead to the same type of
life as ours.
(1) McShea, D. W., and Brandon, R. N., Biology’s First Law, The Univ. of Chicago Press,
Chicago (2010).
(2) Prigogine, I., From Being to Becoming, Time and Complexity in the Physical Sciences,
W. H. Freeman and Co., San Francisco (1980).
(3) Prigogine, I., and Stengers, I., Order out of Chaos, Man’s New Dialogue with Nature,
Bantam Books, New York (1984).
(4) Prigogine, I., The End of Certainty, Time, Chaos, and the New Laws of Nature, The Free
Press, New York, (1997).
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7. Nicolás Mongiardino Koch
University of Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Neriids are acalyptrate flies characterized by an elongated body and long
and slender legs. The family contains 110 species and presents an almost
wholly circumtropical distribution. The systematic structure of the family
is mainly the work of M. L. Aczél, who described most of the species and
tried to reconstruct their evolutionary history. However, after his work,
the study of neriids came to a halt. Aczél's phylogenetic hypotheses were
never tested, and most authors agree that supra-generic clades are nonnatural groups. However, Aczél's legacy includes a thorough
morphological description of more than half the species in the family, a
record that can prove to be a treasure vault for systematic studies. We
present the first phylogenetic analysis of the neriid family, including one
third of the current valid species. The analysis is based on a 210 character
matrix built from Aczél's original descriptions. We evaluate the
usefulness of taxonomic descriptions for phylogenetic studies, as well as
discuss several modern issues in parsimony theory, including the value of
continuous characters for cladistic analyses. Our results prove that
taxonomic descriptions may be very useful sources of morphological
information with which to address phylogenetic questions. Moreover,
continuous characters, which have been neglected as a valid source of
phylogenetic data, are shown support phylogenetic hypotheses
congruent with discrete characters when analyzed correctly. The practice
of rescaling continuous characters is shown to be a decisive step in their
accurate utilization. With respect to the evolutionary history of the
Neriidae, we conclude a Neotropical origin, with two independent
colorizations of the Old World establishing the monophyletic Australianoriental and African faunas. We provide evidence for the lack of
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monophyly of the current subdivisions of the family, while retaining most
of the genera as natural groups, confirming the suspicions of modern
taxonomists.

8. Mariagrazia Portera
University of Florence (Italy)
In recent years Aesthetics has made significant progress towards a
genuine dialogue with evolutionary theory: Evolutionary Aesthetics is a
recent discipline, but nonetheless lively and promising (Voland, Grammer
2003; Menninghaus 2003). Main purpose of the Evolutionary Aesthetics
is to search for the evolutionary origins of the human aesthetic attitude,
that is to say how, when and why humans have evolved the faculty to
take pleasure from "autotelic" experiences (like in playing), in which
emotions, attention and cognition are fruitfully co-involved. Autotelic
aesthetic experiences can be correlated – but must not – to the
formulation of an aesthetic choice or to the production of artistic
manufacts.
According to Darwin (1872) animals have a genuine aesthetic sense,
which operates in the context of sexual selection (Cronin 1991). The
females of several species are able to judge aesthetically which of their
suitors is the most attractive and beautiful (Welsch 2004, 2013). Only in
the latest decades were performed the first empirical studies showing
that male ornaments are really favored by female choice (Andersson
1982) and that female aesthetic choice is not a mere decrypting of male's
value of fitness (Burley 1986). Is the human aesthetic attitude an
evolution of animal (sexually connotated) aesthetic sense? Not every
scholar agrees: Dissanayake (2000, 2001) believes that the roots of our
aesthetic attitude are in the mother-child early interactions, which are
not sexually connotated and very common among mammals.
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In this research poster I aim at going beyond the opposition between
these two models (sexual/preferential model; not sexual/playful model),
showing that the human aesthetic attitude is the result of a multifactorial
exaptation (Gould 1982, 2002), made possible in our species by
ontogenetic and historical constraints (Menninghaus 2011, Deacon
2010), rather than the linear evolution from the animal aesthetic sense or
the playful behaviors in mammals.

9. Markus Zojer
University of Vienna (Austria)
Experimental Evolution (EE) is a novel, powerful tool for studying the
molecular interactions between symbionts. For single organisms (e.g.
E.coli) it has been shown, that the phenotypic adaptation of
microorganisms to different habitats can be monitored directly by the
frequency and characteristics of variations within their genotype. This
improves our understanding of the interplay of factors (e.g. bottleneck
size, varying temperatures or medium composition) in different and/or
changing environments.
In our study we use EE to monitor the evolution of the bacterial
endosymbiont Candidatus Protochlamydia amoebophila (UWE25) and a
possible co-evolution with its eukaryotic host Acanthamoeba castellanii.
All members of the order Chlamydiales exhibit an obligate intracellular
lifestyle and they cover a wide spectrum of hosts, ranging from Protozoa
to insects and mammals, where they can be pathogens in human (e.g. C.
trachomatis). The intracellular lifestyle of Cand. P. amoebophila acts as a
constraint, probably enforcing a constant adaption to its host and making
genetic exchange events with other bacteria quite rare. Furthermore,
Cand. P. amoebophila is present as a mixture of subpopulations, so we
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expect to detect all kinds of genetic variations, such as single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs), insertions, deletions or intra- and
extrachromosomal translocations and recombinations.
Detection of these multiple types of variations by high throughput next
generation sequencing (NGS) experiments is a novel field, so we
evaluated our own variant calling workflow in silico. The workflow
enables us to detect the whole range of variations, which consist of SNPs,
Indels and structural variants (SV). Furthermore we can resolve less
frequent subpopulations, that are only covered by a fraction down to 5%
of the total sequencing reads. This variant calling workflow gives us the
opportunity to comprehensively follow variations even within rare
subpopulations.
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Ciência Viva Pavilion of Knowledge
Ciência Viva was established in 1996
as an open program to promote
alliances, public awareness of science
and technology and fostering
autonomous actions through the
following three fundamental action
tools:
1. A support program, aimed at the experimental teaching of science
and at the promotion of scientific education in the school. Ciência
Viva elected the school as its intervention priority, focusing its efforts
on strengthening the experimental teaching of science and on
mobilizing the scientific community and its institutions to work
towards the improvement of scientific education.
2. National scientific awareness campaigns, fostering the creation of
science associations and providing the population with the
opportunity to make scientific observations and to establish a direct
and personal contact with experts in different fields of knowledge.
3. A National Network of Ciência Viva Centers, designed as interactive
spaces aimed at creating an awareness of science among the
population. Designed as interactive spaces for promoting science to
the general population, but also as platforms of regional
development – scientifically, culturally and economically – by
establishing partnerships with the most important regional players.
The Pavilion of Knowledge at Parque das Nações is one of the Science Centers
from the National Network and also the head office of Ciência Viva.
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Floor Plans
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Internet at the Pavilion
The Pavilion of Knowledge provides free WI-FI. Select the network “cvpublic”.
No passwords are required.

Exhibitions
All Summer School participants have free access to the Pavilhão exhibitions
upon presentation of their badge. Please note that the museum exhibitions
are closed on Monday.

Area map, Places to Eat and ATMs
There are lots of restaurants, bars, and beer gardens in the area. You can find
some suggestions in the next page map.
Pavilhão do Conhecimento
The closest ATM machine to the venue is right next to the door of the
Pavilion’s Café (Amo-te Ciência)
Amo-te Ciência is the restaurant, café, bar and terrace of the Pavilion of
Knowledge
1 – Chimarrão (Portuguese/Brazilian Food)
2 - Magnólia Café (In the Oceanarium’s building, turned to the river)
Oriente Train/Metro Station
728 Bus Stop - Portela / Av. Descobrimentos Restelo - Av. Descobertas,
that you can use to go to the Dinner Venue (exit in 5 stops, : Doca Poço
Bispo)
Vasco da Gama Shopping Center –Best Variety
Printwork – Print Shop next to Casino de Lisboa
In this street you can find a large variety of Restaurants, bars and
terraces
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Dinner
The Summer School Dinner will be held at the Fábrica do Braço de Prata on
Wednesday, July 17th, at 20h00.

Address
Rua Fábrica de Material de Guerra 1
1950-128 Lisboa
http://www.bracodeprata.net/

About the Fábrica
The Fábrica is one of Lisbon’s most attractive cultural hotspots. Build on the
premises of an abandoned colonial war factory, the Fábrica brightens up a
darker past, by recycling the factory into a vibrant cultural center, filled with
concert halls, dance studios, art galleries, cinema rooms, libraries, curiosity
shops and bars. Every night, at least 3 events are scheduled, and since its
existence, the Fábrica has not once repeated its program. It’s becoming one
of Europe’s biggest cultural undergrounds, that provides a free experimental
outlet for avant-garde artists. The Fábrica asks neither overheads nor
commissions, on the contrary, the national and international artists that
exhibit their work or perform at the Fábrica, receive their full earnings.

How to Get There
The Fábrica is very close to the Pavilion, and is easily reached by buses
(carris) numbers 28, 718, 755. There is also a NIGHTBUS, number 210. All
routes and schedules can be found here http://www.carris.pt/en/buslines.

Concert Program
Latinidades | TERTÚLIAS TRAD : Traditional Music Meeting
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Touristic Information
Lisbon
The World Heritage Belem Tower is
to Lisbon what the Eiffel Tower is to
Paris or Big Ben is to London. It is the
city's most photographed landmark,
which along with the marvelous
Jeronimos Monastery should top your
list of must-see monuments.
But Lisbon's biggest attraction is the
city itself, a city that is not spruced up for the tourist to see, but an authentic
place that stands out in such an increasingly homogeneous world. Although it
boasts a range of must-see sights, its biggest pleasures are its street life and
setting, admired from a pavement cafe, from the top of a hilltop miradouro,
or simply by wandering around the atmospheric "bairros."
Not too many other cities have such an intriguing mix of the old and the new,
or so many contrasting faces, making this a city for unhurried exploration and
a place to get lost in, discovering its many distinctive sights and characteristic
images.
There are two unique architectural styles -- the elaborate 16th century
Manueline of the Belem district (named after King Manuel I), and the
uniform but elegant 18th century Pombaline of downtown (named after
Marquês de Pombal who oversaw the area's rebuilding after the Great
Earthquake of 1755) -- along with fine art nouveau shops and cafes that have
almost disappeared elsewhere. Just as distinctive are its striking centuries-old
tiled façades in the old quarters, and the turn-of-the-century trams and
colorful funiculars that have been retired throughout Europe but that remain
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a common sight in this city, as there is no easier (or more charming) way to
climb its hills.
Looking down at the
pavements, the concrete
and asphalt of other cities
is replaced here by
imaginative
cobbled
patterns, and even the
most modern structures
concentrated in the Parque
das Nações district are
unique in keeping a
maritime theme in their architecture. They reflect the city's historical
relationship with the sea, which makes it an ideal home to the fantastic
Oceanarium. It too sets itself apart from other aquariums in the world for its
innovative design, and even the museums house treasures not found
anywhere else, from the unique Lalique jewelry displayed in the Gulbenkian
Museum, to the one-of-a-kind collection of the Tile Museum.
View to Saint George's Castle from Bairro Alto. All of this is what makes
Lisbon such a memorable and charming city for seasoned travelers, although
there are also the ostentatious palaces and old churches typical of any great
historical capital, and the stunning contemporary architecture expected in
any great modern city.

Lisbon Top 10
a) JERONIMOS MONASTERY: The resting place of explorer Vasco da
Gama is a church built in the 1500s as part of a magnificent
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b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

monastery. Its cloisters are considered among the most beautiful in
the world and has been listed as a World Heritage Site.
BELEM TOWER: The city's icon is also a symbol of the Age of
Discovery. Built in the early 1500s, this ornate watchtower has been
declared a World Heritage monument by UNESCO.
ST. GEORGE'S CASTLE: From the millennium-old battlements of this
castle you have a bird's-eye view of the city in the company of
roaming peacocks. Inside is a small archaeological museum and down
the hill are a couple of terraces with perfect postcard views over
Alfama, the city's medieval village-like neighborhood.
CALOUSTE GULBENKIAN MUSEUM: Treasures from the East and the
West collected by one man is now one of the world's finest private
art collections. It includes works by Rembrandt, Rubens, Monet and
René Lalique.
PARQUE DAS NAÇÕES: Contrasting with the city's oldest
neighborhoods is this 21st-century district showcasing striking
contemporary architecture with Europe's longest bridge as the
backdrop. It includes a state-of-the-art aquarium, a casino, and a
wonderful waterfront promenade.
BERARDO MUSEUM: A Portuguese millionaire has put together one
of Europe's greatest modern art collections which includes works by
Andy Warhol, Picasso, and Dali among others. Best of all, it's free.
MADRE DE DEUS CONVENT: Unique in the world, this lavish former
convent is now a museum presenting an ancient art form (decorative
ceramic tiles). Worth the visit for the beautiful church alone.
THE WORLD'S MOST EXPENSIVE CHAPEL: See what the gold found in
colonial Brazil was able to pay for, hidden in the surprisingly rich São
Roque Church. The Chapel of St. John the Baptist inside is a European
masterpiece (what look like paintings are actually mosaics!) made in
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Rome for this Lisbon church, and to see more baroque magnificence
head to Santa Catarina Church nearby. If you develop a taste for this
type of golden art, don't miss the golden carriages of the Coaches
Museum.
i) ANCIENT ART MUSEUM: Fascinating Oriental and European art
makes up the collection of Portugal's "National Gallery." Much of it is
related to the Age of Discovery, illustrating Portugal's links with Asia
and Africa.
j) DESIGN & FASHION MUSEUM: The creations of top international
names in fashion and design are presented in a permanent collection
and in temporary exhibitions. Opened in 2009 in a former bank's
headquarters, this is one of Lisbon's most surprising spaces,
recognized as one of the world's leading design and fashion
museums. Admission is free.
k) See also the “Lisbon must-do” page:
http://www.lisbonlux.com/lisbon/itinerary.html

Sightseeing Tips
OPENING TIMES: Most of Lisbon's museums and monuments (especially
those in Belem) close on Mondays, so that's the best day to go up to the
castle or to visit the Oceanarium, which are both open every day.
TOURIST CARD: You may want to consider buying the tourism office's Lisboa
Card that grants access to all public transportation (buses, trams, metro, and
even CP trains to Sintra and Cascais) and free entrances or discounts on most
attractions.
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TOURS: If you're short on time, you may want to consider an organized tour
which may also include excursions to some of Portugal's most enchanting
towns such as Sintra or Obidos.
[from http://www.golisbon.com/sight-seeing]
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Parque das Nações
Today, the Parque das Nações is a lively, dynamic and multipurpose space. It
is the brand of contemporary Lisbon, a place where the city’s inhabitants
have fun, enjoy shows, go for a walk, play sport, shop, and work.
The Parque das Nações (Park of Nations) is located in the area where the
1998 World Fair was held. It is a large space for public enjoyment that has
joined the city and the river. It has also taken advantage of a vast riverfront
area with a magnificent view overlooking the opposite bank of the river and
the Vasco da Gama Bridge, the longest in Europe. Also inaugurated in 1998 as
part of the World Fair, it is the fifth longest bridge in the world, measuring 17
km in length, ten of which are located over the waters of the Tagus.
The Expo ’98 was the landmark event which, ten years ago, transformed this
eastern zone of the city into a visionary, ambitious and multidisciplinary
project that discovered how to bring together and utilize all of Portugal’s
areas of activity and knowledge, reconverting an important part of the city by
creating a new concept and a modern urban space. It has a train station, an
enjoyable shopping centre and an extensive complex that combines culture,
leisure, homes and businesses.
There, we find qualified spaces with urban planning suitable for the needs of
an ideal, modern city. Residential areas, facilities and services appeared with
environmentally integrated urban infrastructures that made decisive
contributions to the modernization and internationalization of Lisbon. They
also brought to Lisbon the features of modern architecture in its most varied
expressions.
The scheme drawn up at the time of the World Fair already anticipated the
change to an urban environment to be strengthened. The period following
Expo ’98 witnessed the natural development of the projects anticipated for
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the surrounding area. In terms of culture, several facilities must be
highlighted: the Pavilhão de Portugal (Portugal Pavilion), the Pavilhão
Atlântico (Atlantic Pavilion), the Oceanário (Oceanarium), the Área
Internacional (International Area), which became the Feira Internacional de
Lisboa exhibition centre, and the Estação do Oriente train station.
At the Parque das Nações, one can also find an extensive area of bars,
restaurants, esplanades and design shops.
www.portaldasnacoes.pt
www.parquedasnacoes.pt

Oceanário de Lisboa
Opened during the Expo’98, the Oceanário de Lisboa is one the largest public
aquaria in Europe. It is the Oceanário’s mission to promote knowledge of the
oceans, educating visitors and the public about the necessity of protecting
natural resources, through changing their daily habits. Every year, one million
visitors walk through the Oceanário’s exhibits, which rank first as the most
visited attraction in Portugal. Students, teachers, families and organized
groups may enjoy quite a few activities, including guided tours, theme
workshops, seminars, concerts for babies, birthday parties and even spending
a very special evening right next to the sharks. The Oceanário de Lisboa was
the first European Public Aquarium to be awarded the 9001, 14001 and EMAS
Quality Certificates.
It also plays a very active role in multiple research and conservation efforts,
regularly collaborating with academic and zoological institutions on projects
such as CORALZOO, SECORE, FAITAG, and even in situ environmental
conservation efforts focusing on Lamprey-eels, from the Tagus estuary, and
Sea-turtles in Cape Verde. Together with the Gulbenkian Foundation, the
Oceanário created an Award which rewards excellence on scientific projects
that encourage a sustainable use of the oceans.
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Designed by renowned architect Peter Chermayeff, the Oceanário de Lisboa
includes two buildings, connected by a bridge. The exhibits are housed on the
main building, which is surrounded by water, evoking a docked ship ready to
cast off. The support building features a striking wall with 55 thousand tiles,
depicting jumbo sized marine animals.
www.oceanario.pt

Casino Lisboa
The Casino Lisboa, with its minimalist architecture and large glass walls, is
distributed across three floors with 1000 slot machines and 22 gaming tables.
With a third of its total space used for gaming, the Casino Lisboa also has a
large venue for shows, the Oceans Auditorium, as well as bars, three
restaurants and entertainment areas, distributed across three floors. Besides
being a casino, it also aims to strongly promote art and culture with national
and international productions.
www.casinolisboa.pt

Pavilhão Atlântico
The great hall of Lisboa, the Pavilhão Atlântico is one of the biggest and most
modern covered pavilions in Europe, capable of accommodating all kinds of
events. With a 20,000-person capacity, the enclosure hosts nearly 100 events
per year.
With an architecture based on the old ships that played a central role in the
Portuguese Age of Discovery, the Pavilhão Atlântico is now the stage for
countless sporting events and welcomes the large-scale shows that take
place in the capital.
www.pavilhaoatlantico.pt
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Marina Parque das Nações – Lisbon’s new Marina
An urban marina in the city centre, just 5 minutes from the Airport. With 602
berths for Yachts up to 25m and Cruise Ships/Mega Yachts up to 230m,
offering a wide range of maintenance services. Situated in the “Parque das
Naçoes”, it has one of the most important European natural reserves at its
doors.
www.marinaparquedasnacoes.pt

Pavilhão de Portugal
A multi purpose space. At the 1998 World Fair (Expo ’98), the Pavilhão de
Portugal, located at the Parque das Nações in Lisboa, was the building
responsible for housing the representation of the Portuguese nation at that
event, and it still stands today. The project was developed by Álvaro Siza
Vieira with the assistance of the architect Eduardo Souto de Moura.
The entrance area of the building is a wide plaza covered by an imposing
panel of pre-stressed concrete, designed like a sheet of paper resting on top
of two bricks. It opens up the area to the city to house the many events that
are welcomed by a space of this scale.

Gare do Oriente
Upon arrival at the Parque das Nações, it is impossible not to notice the work
of the Spanish architect Santiago Calatrava. The Gare do Oriente station
dominates the view, serving as an element of urban order, majestic, and
includes a bus terminal, car park, underground station, train station and
shopping gallery.
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Cable Car
Finally, the Cable Car provides an air trip over the whole of the Park of
Nations, along the river Tagus. The area of the Park of Nations also provides
the visitor with bars, restaurants and street cafés as well as a varied range of
services. It is an excellent area for walking and for enjoying quiet moments of
true culture, leisure and entertainment.
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Metro Map
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Scientific and Organizing Committee
Ana Noronha, Vice-President, Ciência Viva
Emanuele Serrelli, AppEEL – Applied Evolutionary Epistemology Lab, Centre
for Philosophy of Science, Faculty of Science, University of Lisbon & Ricardo
Massa Institute, University of Milan Bicocca
Fernanda Oliveira, Department of Statistics and Operational Research,
Faculty of Science, University of Lisbon
Filomena Ramalhoto, Directional Assistant, Ciência Viva
Francisco Carrapiço, Centre for Environmental Biology, Faculty of Science,
University of Lisbon
Larissa Mendoza Straffon, AppEEL – Applied Evolutionary Epistemology Lab,
Centre for Philosophy of Science, Faculty of Science, University of Lisbon &
University of Leiden, the Netherlands
Luís Correia, Director of LabMAg – Laboratory of Agent Modelling,
Informatics Department, Faculty of Science, University of Lisbon
Marco Pina, AppEEL – Applied Evolutionary Epistemology Lab, Centre for
Philosophy of Science, Faculty of Science, University of Lisbon
Nathalie Gontier (chair), Director of AppEEL – Applied Evolutionary
Epistemology Lab, Centre for Philosophy of Science, Faculty of Science,
University of Lisbon
Olga Pombo, AppEEL – Applied Evolutionary Epistemology Lab, Director of
the Centre for Philosophy of Science, Faculty of Science, University of Lisbon
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